
404 J. Mater. Si. Tehnol., Vol.22 No.3, 2006Fibre Opti Protetion System for Conrete StruturesJ.S.Leng1)y, A.Hameed2), D.Winter2), R.A.Barnes2), G.C.Mays2) and G.F.Fernando2)1) Centre for Composite Materials, Harbin Institute of Tehnology, Harbin 150001, China2) Engineering System Department, Defene Aademy of the United Kingdom, Cran�eld University, Shrivenham,Wiltshire, SN6 8LA, UK[Manusript reeived July 29, 2005℄The design onepts, modelling and implementation of various �bre opti sensor protetion systems for develop-ment in onrete strutures were investigated. Design onepts and on-site requirements for surfae-mountedand embedded optial �bre sensor in onrete were addressed. Finite element (FE) modelling of seleted sensorprotetion systems in strain-transfer eÆieny from the struture to the sensing region was also studied. Andexperimental validation of spei�ed sensor protetion system was reported. Results obtained indiate thatthe protetion system for the sensors performs adequately in onrete environment and there is very goodorrelation between results obtained by the proteted �bre opti sensors and onventional eletrial resistanestrain gauges.KEY WORDS: Fibre opti sensor (FOS); Sensor protetion system (SPS); Conrete strutures;Extrinsi Fabry-Perot interferometer (EFPI) sensor; Smart Strutures;Strain transfer1. IntrodutionThe strutural health monitoring (SHM) in-servie is very important and de�nitely demanded forsafely working of engineering struture suh as on-rete strutures. It is very diÆult to be arried outby using onventional methods. New reinfored on-rete onstrution would bene�t greatly from in situstrutural monitors that ould detet a derease inperformane or imminent failure, for example, varia-tion in strain, temperature, orrosion, or rak forma-tion. The ability to interrogate numerous sensors mul-tiplexed along a single �bre permits an entire stru-ture to be out�tted with sensors with a manageablenumber of leads routed to entral aess points. In re-sponse to the inreased need, various tehniques arebeing developed and some of the most promising arebased on the use of �bre opti sensors (FOS)[1℄.Fibre opti smart strutures are an enabling teh-nology that will allow engineer to add a nervous sys-tem to their designs, enabling damage assessment,vibration damping, and many other apabilities tostrutures that would be very diÆult to ahieve byother means. The potential market for the applia-tion of smart ivil strutures an be quite large. Themost probable andidates will be smart ivil stru-tures suh as smart building and skysrapers, smartbridge, dams, bridge deks et. FOS an o�er manypotential advantages for appliation to ivil struturalsystems. In fat, a lot of FOS have been developed foruse in smart ivil struture suh as polarisation FOS,extrinsi Fabry-Perot interferometer (EFPI), and �-bre Bragg gratings (FBGs), multimode FOS, et:[1�8℄.However, the vulnerability of FOS is diÆult to pro-tet the �bre from onrete aggregate in the pour du-ration. That is the FOS ould be very easy to dam-aged and orroded during the pratial appliation oflong term. This reason really limits the appliation ofFOS in onrete strutures.y Prof., Ph.D., to whom orrespondene should be addressed,E-mail: lengjs�hit.edu.n.

There are a few types of proteted FOS used inonrete strutures by previously researhers[9�11℄. Inthese designs, the FOS were overed by steel sheet,steel tube and silione rubber. Previous researhersalso performed mehanial measurement of onretestrutures with embedded proteted FOS[9�14℄.In this paper, a new kind of protetion systemsof FOS that is surfae-mounted and embedded pro-tetion system was developed. Furthermore, the ex-perimental validation of onrete ylinders with em-bedded and surfae-mountable protetion system withEFPI sensors were performed. The results indiatethat the EFPI sensors had been proteted very welland given very good aordane ompared with theresults of related referene eletrial resistane strain(ERS) gauges on the onrete.2. Conept of Sensor Protetion System(SPS) of FOSThe primary requirements for the sensor prote-tion system are protetion of the silia �bres fromthe alkaline environment and protetion of the sensorsystem (1) during the onrete pouring operation, (2)against mehanial or abrasion damage aused by theaggregates and against any aggressive hemial envi-ronments. The sensor system also must ensure goodtransdution for the measurand of interest. In thispaper, a number of embedded sensor protetion sys-tem (ESPS) and surfae-mountable sensor protetionsystem (SSPS) have been developed.2.1 ESPSFor the ESPS, the strain transfer is very importantexept the protetion of sensors. To get the best straintransfer between the sensor and protetion system,three types of ESPS are designed in this paper whihare ESPS based on metal, ESPS based on arbon �-bre reinfored omposite (CFRP) and ESPS based ononrete materials, respetively. In fat, these ESPSshave di�erent appliation �elds.2.1.1 Metal-based ESPS Figure 1 shows the she-
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Fig.1 Shemati illustration of the steel tube-based ESPS: 1-Optial �bre, 2-Silione rubber, 3-Thik PTFE tube,4-Steel ange, 5-Steel tube, 6-FP (Fabry-Perot) sensor, 7-Epoxy adhesive, 8-Thin PTFE tube, 9-Fixed steeltube

Fig.2 Photograph of the steel tube-based ESPS

Fig.3 Shemati illustration of the rebar-based ESPSmati illustration of the steel tube-based ESPS. Pho-tograph of steel tube-based ESPS is shown in Fig.2.For the metal-based ESPS, we also develop therebar-based ESPS that is used to mount the �bre op-ti sensor on the rebar in onrete strutures. Theshemati illustration is given in Fig.3. The �bre op-ti sensor an be potted into the drilled avity in therebar using suitable adhesive. Then the short rebarwith embedded sensor an be welded with the primaryrebar.2.1.2 CFRP-based ESPS Whilst the metal-basedESPS is robust, it is time-onsuming to manufature.By the way, there also have some orrosion problemif the stainless steel materials were not used in theESPS. Hene, the option of using CFRP was onsid-ered predominantly for its ease of manufature andorrosion resistane via the omposite prepreg. Ashemati illustration of the various sensor designs

that were onsidered is presented in this paper. Fig-ure 4 shows the unidiretional rolled-up CFRP-basedESPS. To inreasing the strain transfer, the dumb-bellCFRP-based ESPS have been developed and shown inFig.5. The prepreg manufaturing route also enablesit to be moulded and ured over omplex shapes suhas rebar. The rebar-shape CFRP-based ESPS is pre-sented in Fig.6.2.1.3 Conrete or resin-based ESPS In this study,the feasibility of using onrete as the matrix to pre-fabriate the SPS was investigated. In this instane, athin layer of a ement-ompatible thermosetting resinwas applied to the �bre opti sensor. The oated sen-sor was then enapsulated with onrete within theon�nes of a ylindrial mould. The rationale was tominimize the mismath in the mehanial and ther-mal properties of the ESPS in omparison with theonrete struture. ESPS of this design an mimimore losely the hemial environment of the on-rete struture. The onrete SPS o�ers some inter-esting options here as it an be pre-fabriated andthen seured onto the struture using ement-basedgrout or a ompatible resin as the bonding medium.A shemati illustration of this design is illustrated inFig.7.2.2 SSPSTo apply the �bre opti sensor on the ageing en-gineering strutures, SSPS has been developed. Themethods of surfae mounted SPS an use the exist-ing tehniques and proedures that have been devel-oped for surfae mounting eletrial resistane straingauges. Figure 8 presents the shemati diagramof omposite surfae-mountable SSPS (CFRP-basedSSPS) for FOS. Figures 9 and 10 show the at GRPand urved CFRP omposite SSPS. These devies anbe mehanially fastened or bonded to the onretestruture. The steel tube-based SPS disussed pre-viously an be adapted for retro�tting onto existingageing strutures. Photograph of onrete ylinderwith retro�tting SPS is shown in Fig.11.3. Design of Embedded SPS Finite Element(FE) ModelingFor the ESPS, a kind of SPS with di�erent shapeand size of anges has been presented. Figure 12shows the photographs of di�erent type of steel angesfor the ESPS. To evaluate the e�etivity of steelanges for strain transfer between the sensor and on-rete materials, the nonlinear FE analysis of onreteylinder with embedded SPS were performed in thispaper[15℄. A ompressive load of 12.73 MPa was appl-
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Fig.4 Unidiretional rolled-up CFRP-based ESPS: (a) shemati illustration, (b) photograph

Fig.5 Dumb-bell CFRP-based ESPS: (a) shemati illustration, (b) photograph
Fig.6 Rebar-shape CFRP-based ESPS: (a) shemati illustration, (b) photograph

Fig.7 Shemati illustration of the onrete or resin-based ESPS: (a) rebar, (b) silione rubber, () silione rubberin rebar, (d) female silione rubber mould, (e) �bre opti sensor in silione rubber mould, (f) potting theement or resin, (g) removing the mould

Fig.8 Shemati diagram of CFRP-based SSPS for FOS
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Fig.9 Flat GRP omposite SSPS: (a) shemati illustration, (b) photograph

Fig.10 Curved CFRP omposite SSPS: (a) shemati illustration, (b) photograph

Fig.11 Photographs of onrete ylinder with retro�ttingsteel tube SPSied on the onrete ylinder with ESPS.The strain results along the SPS-onrete inter-fae of a dis shape ange having various bond typesare shown in Fig.13. It an be seen that the strainresults are in good agreement with the experimentaland theoretial values irrespetive of the type of bond-ing between the anges. The results indiate thatthe strain an be transmitted aross the SPS system.Comparison with the experimental results, it is shown

that the maximum di�erene in strain magnitude isless than 3.5%. For the dis shape ange with di�er-ent diameters, the shear stress and strain along theonrete-SPS interfae are shown in Figs.14 and 15,respetively. It an be seen that the ange base is un-der high shear and slippage learly ours in the areabefore the ange. However the shear stress betweenthe anges is well within the limits. The shear stressfor the dis type ange with 5 mm in diameter givesbest results. The overall slippage is least and a goodanhorage is maintained. The strain and stress pro�lepresents that there is not muh di�erene with di�er-ent diameter and strain transfer aross the interfaeis good approximately 35 mm away from the anges.4. Experimental Validation of SPS in Con-rete CylindersThe shemati illustration of experimental set-up of ompression test of onrete ylinder withsteel tube-based ESPS with EFPI sensor is shown inFig.16(a). The size of onrete ylinder is 200 mm(length)�100 mm (diameter). The onrete had awater/ement ratio of 0.52, an aggregate/ement ra-tio of 6. Figure 16(b) shows the FOS during onretepour. In fat, the FOS is still working properly afterpour and shake duration of onrete. The strain
Fig.12 Photographs of di�erent type of steel anges for ESPS: (a) dis, (b) one, () inverted one
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Fig.13 Axial strain in an embedded steel tube with ange for di�erent ontat on�guration

Fig.14 Axial strain at the onrete-tube interfae along the tube length of steel tube with dis anges

Fig.15 Shear stress at the onrete-tube interfae along the tube length of steel tube with dis anges

Fig.16 Compression test of onrete ylinder with ESPS: (a) shemati illustration, (b) photograph during thepour
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Fig.17 Experimental results of ompression test of on-rete ylinder embedded steel protetion systemswith EFPI sensor ompared with ERS gaugegauges with 60 mm in length are bonded on the sur-fae of onrete ylinder by using adhesive AE-10 fromMeasurement Group after surfae treatment. The em-bedded protetion system already has been alibratedbefore it is embedded in the onrete ylinder.The ompression test was arried out in the IN-STRON 1195. The experimental results of ompres-sion test of onrete ylinder with embedded prote-tion systems ompared with results of eletrial re-sistane strain (ERS) gauges are shown in Fig.17.

The experimental results also show that the strainsfrom embedded EFPI sensor are slightly smaller thanERS results beause there are not 100% strain trans-fer from onrete materials to protetion system.Figure 18 is the experimental illustration of om-pression test of onrete ylinder with CFRP-basedSSPS. The CFRP plates (00)8 were made in the au-tolave by using CFRP prepregs. The EFPI sensorsthat have 50 mm long apillary and 145 �m avitygap were embedded within the 4 ply and 5 ply. Thesize of CFRP plate is 145 mm�20 mm�1 mm. Thenthe CFRP protetion plates were bonded to the on-rete ylinder by two omponent epoxy resin (SIKA30) whih was widely used to bond CFRP plates toonrete for strengthening purposes. The ERS gaugeswere axially bonded on the surfae of CFRP plate aswell as onrete surfae as the referene soure forapplied strains.Photograph of onrete ylinder with CFRP-basedSSPS is shown in Fig.19. The stress-strain urves forone of surfae-mountable CFRP plate ompared withthat of ERS on the onrete surfae are presented inFig.20. It is apparent that there was very good a-ordane (within 5%) and linear relationship betweenproteted EFPI sensor, ERS on the CFRP surfaeand ERS on the onrete surfae. Similar results wereperformed for the other bonded plates. That also in-diates very e�etively strain transfer between CFRPprepregs, proteted CFRP plate and onrete surfae.

Fig.18 Shemati illustration of onrete ylinder with SSPS: (a) position of sensors, (b) ompression test

Fig.19 Photograph of onrete ylinder with CFRP-based SSPS Fig.20 Stress-strain urves of onrete ylinder withsurfae-mounted CFRP protetion systems om-pared with ERS gauges



410 J. Mater. Si. Tehnol., Vol.22 No.3, 20065. ConlusionsA series of designs were proposed for the sensorprotetion system (SPS) inluding embedded sensorprotetion system (ESPS) and surfae-mountable sen-sor protetion system (SSPS). The ESPS based onsteel tubes has been designed by FE modelling. Fur-thermore, the evaluation validation experiments ofonrete ylinders with ESPS and SSPS have beenahieved. Some important onlusions an be ob-tained:(1) The �bre opti sensors (FOS) an be protetedvery well by both of ESPS and SSPS in onrete stru-tures.(2) Based on FE modelling results, it is reom-mended that the 5 mm dis type ange will provideoptimum anhorage and good strain transfer at theinterfae.(3) The results of ompression tests of onreteylinder with ESPS and SSPS present that protetedEFPI sensors exhibit very good linear sensor proper-ties and exellent agreement with eletrial resistanestrain (ERS) gauges.Therefore, the above mentioned SPS would beused in the smart ivil strutures suh as smart bridge,smart highway, smart building in future for di�er-ent type of the FOS suh as �bre Bragg grating,uoresene-based temperature sensors, et.REFERENCES[1 ℄ C.I.Merzbaher, A.D.Kersey and E.J.Friebele: SmartMater. Strut., 1996, 5, 196.[2 ℄ M.V.Gandhi and B.S.Thompson: Smart Materials and
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